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Summary

Incorporation of details from waking life events into rapid eye movement (REM)

sleep dreams has been found to be highest on the 2 nights after, and then 5–7

nights after, the event. These are termed, respectively, the day-residue and dream-

lag effects. This study is the first to categorize types of waking life experiences and

compare their incorporation into dreams across multiple successive nights. Thirty-

eight participants completed a daily diary each evening and a dream diary each

morning for 14 days. In the daily diary, three categories of experiences were

reported: major daily activities (MDAs), personally significant events (PSEs) and

major concerns (MCs). After the 14-day period each participant identified the corre-

spondence between items in their daily diaries and subsequent dream reports. The

day-residue and dream-lag effects were found for the incorporation of PSEs into

dreams (effect sizes of .33 and .27, respectively), but only for participants (n = 19)

who had a below-median total number of correspondences between daily diary

items and dream reports (termed “low-incorporators” as opposed to “high-incorpora-

tors”). Neither the day-residue or dream-lag effects were found for MDAs or MCs.

This U-shaped timescale of incorporation of events from daily life into dreams has

been proposed to reflect REM sleep-dependent memory consolidation, possibly

related to emotional memory processing. This study had a larger sample size of

dreams than any dream-lag study hitherto with trained participants. Coupled with

previous successful replications, there is thus substantial evidence supporting the

dream-lag effect and further explorations of its mechanism, including its neural

underpinnings, are warranted.

K E YWORD S

autobiographical memory, declarative memory, dreaming, memory consolidation, rapid eye

movement sleep
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1 | INTRODUCTION

There is evidence for a 7-day U-shaped timescale of incorporation of

memories of experiences when awake into dreams, in which events

from 1 or 2 days before the dream, and from 5 to 7 days before the

dream, are preferentially incorporated into dream content (Blagrove,

Henley-Einion, Barnett, Edwards, & Seage, 2011; Blagrove, Fouquet

et al., 2011; Nielsen, Kuiken, Alain, Stenstorm, & Powell, 2004; Niel-

sen & Powell, 1989). The recent incorporations are termed the day-

residue effect, and the delayed incorporations the dream-lag effect.

Nielsen et al. (2004) and Blagrove, Henley-Einion et al. (2011) have

shown that the dream-lag effect is not a result of confounding of the

incorporation of weekly recurring events, where day-residue incorpo-

rations of these might spuriously appear to refer to events from the

previous week. The dream-lag effect has been found using naturalistic

events that occur in the participants’ daily lives (Blagrove, Fouquet

et al., 2011; Blagrove, Henley-Einion et al., 2011; Nielsen et al., 2004;

Nielsen & Powell, 1989, experiment 1; van Rijn et al., 2015, experi-

ment 1, home dreams condition) and using standardized stimulus

designs with stimuli such as a night sleeping in the sleep laboratory

(Nielsen & Powell, 1989, experiment 2; van Rijn et al., 2015, experi-

ment 2) or the watching of an emotionally arousing videotape of an

animal sacrifice (Powell, Nielsen, Cheung, & Cervenka, 1995).

The dream-lag effect has been found to hold for REM sleep

dreams but not N2 dreams (Blagrove, Fouquet et al., 2011) or slow

wave sleep (SWS, or N3) dreams (van Rijn et al., 2015). This indi-

cates that the dream-lag effect might be indexing an approximately

7-day process of memory consolidation specific to REM sleep (Bla-

grove, Fouquet et al., 2011), possibly reflecting the gradual transfer

of new memory representations from the hippocampus to the neo-

cortex and their integration into older neocortical representations

(Nielsen & Stenstrom, 2005). Although non-REM sleep stages N3

and N2 are believed to play a critical role in memory consolidation

(e.g., Diekelmann & Born, 2010; Gais & Born, 2004; Smith, 2001),

growing evidence supports the offline benefit of REM sleep for

the processing of emotional memories (e.g., Giuditta et al., 1995;

Groch, Wilhelm, Diekelmann, & Born, 2013; Nishida, Pearsall,

Buckner, & Walker, 2009; Walker & Stickgold, 2010), and the

dream-lag, as an REM sleep phenomenon, might reflect these REM

sleep processes.

A process of triage for sleep-dependent memory consolidation

has been proposed (Stickgold & Walker, 2013) in which there is a

differential processing of memories based on factors such as sal-

ience, emotional involvement and future relevance. The question

thus arises of what types of life experience contribute to the dream-

lag effect. Most studies on the dream-lag effect have allowed for

just one overall correspondence score to summarize the comparison

of a dream report with a prior waking life event or a diary record of

a day’s events. The present study instead used a daily diary (from

Fosse, Fosse, Hobson, & Stickgold, 2003) that differentiates between

major daily activities (MDAs), personally significant events (PSEs) and

major concerns (MCs), so as to allow for the identification of incor-

poration of three different types of waking life event into dream

reports. Participants were thus allowed to score multiple correspon-

dences between each daily diary and each dream report. Using this

approach, van Rijn et al. (2015, experiment 1) reported the dream-

lag effect for PSEs, but not for MDAs or MCs, for REM dream

reports that were elicited from instrumental awakenings across one

night at home.

Importantly, Henley-Einion and Blagrove (2014), using such a mul-

tiple-correspondences method, highlighted individual differences in

overall number of correspondences identified by each participant

between their diary records and dream reports. This individual differ-

ence in tendency to find connections between daily life and dream

reports was found to result in a dilution or eradication of time-course

relationships for individuals who identify high numbers of such incor-

porations. The authors thus recommended dividing participants in

such multiple-correspondences studies into two groups, using a med-

ian split based on the total number of correspondences identified by

each participant across the whole study. This approach was subse-

quently supported by van Rijn et al.’s (2015) study, where a signifi-

cant (U-shaped) difference in number of incorporations was found for

PSEs, but only for the participants who identified a below-median

total number of correspondences. Accordingly, low and high incorpo-

rators were analysed separately in the present study and we hypothe-

sized that there would be a dream-lag effect in the low-incorporator

subsample only, and only for PSEs.

Although many studies have demonstrated the dream-lag effect

using naturalistic diary keeping, this has been despite the variability

in types and salience of events across the days during which the

diary was kept. The effect of this variability can be reduced by hav-

ing a large number of daily diaries and dream reports, collected over

many days, resulting in a large matrix of dream report and daily diary

comparisons, as in Blagrove, Henley-Einion et al. (2011). The current

study was the first to couple the multiple-correspondences method

from van Rijn et al. (2015) with the matrix comparison method as

described in Blagrove, Henley-Einion et al. (2011).

The main hypothesis was tested using the participants’ scores for

number of incorporations of waking life experiences in dream

reports, as a function of number of days between the diary entry

and the occurrence of the dream. Most studies on the dream-lag

have similarly used participants’ scores, given the personal knowl-

edge sometimes needed to identify incorporation of waking life

experiences, but some have used independent judges’ scores. Where

a standardized experimental stimulus was presented, scores collected

from judges have evidenced the dream-lag effect (Nielsen & Powell,

1989, experiment 2; Powell et al., 1995; van Rijn et al., 2015, exper-

iment 2). However, when experiments have been naturalistic, using

daily diaries to record waking life experiences, independent judges

have not identified the dream-lag effect. In Nielsen and Powell

(1992), two independent judges failed to evidence the dream-lag

effect, with the inter-judge agreement and mean number of incorpo-

rations they identified being low. Furthermore, in Blagrove, Henley-

Einion et al. (2011), the dream-lag effect was only evidenced when

participants assessed their own incorporations and not when inde-

pendent judges assessed them. Problems with the use of
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independent judges for scoring dream reports in general are detailed

more extensively in Sikka, Valli, Virta, and Revonsuo (2014). As a

result of these findings we did not employ independent judges in

the current study.

In summary, the present study tested the hypothesis that the

dream-lag effect will occur for personally significant events (PSEs),

but only for participants with a below-median total number of incor-

porations. This study aimed to compile the largest sample of dream

reports versus daily diary combinations yet attempted in a study of

the dream-lag, where participants are also given training and criteria

to identify individual correspondences between dream reports and

daily diaries. This large matrix of dream report and daily diary combi-

nations was used so as to enhance the robustness of the results and

to reduce potential confounding as a result of participants possibly

having some diary days of particularly high salience.

2 | METHOD

2.1 | Participants

Forty-four healthy volunteers (seven male, 37 female; aged 17–

64 years, mean age = 24.1, SD = 9.6) were recruited to the study.

Participants were those who self-reported frequently recalling

dreams (defined as recalling dreams 5–7 days per week), sleeping a

minimum of 7 hr per night (with no disorders that could affect their

sleep), not taking recreational drugs and not having an excessive

alcohol intake (defined as intake greater than 6 units of alcohol per

night or greater than 21 units per week). Participants gave written

informed consent to take part in the study and were paid for their

participation. Ethical approval for the study was obtained from the

Research Ethics Committee of the School of Human and Health

Sciences, Swansea University.

Of the 44 participants, one participant did not complete the dia-

ries properly (skipped several daily diaries and dream reports) and

five participants left the experiment before the end. Thirty-eight par-

ticipants (five male, 33 female; mean age = 23.9 years, SD = 9.4)

were thus considered for further analysis.

2.2 | Procedure and materials

2.2.1 | Daily diaries

Participants were instructed to keep a daily diary for 14 consecutive

days. The daily diary was taken from Fosse et al. (2003). Each eve-

ning participants recorded information in the diary about their expe-

riences during the day for the following three categories.

1. Major daily activities (MDAs): activities that took up most of the

participants’ time during the day (e.g. going to work or university,

meals and shopping).

2. Personally significant events (PSEs): important daily events that

may or may not have taken up much time (e.g. emotional

events).

3. Major concerns (MCs): concerns or thoughts that participants

had on their mind during the day that may not have taken up

much time but were still considered important to them (e.g.

money problems or exam stress).

Up to five items could be recorded in each category. For each

item reported, participants were also instructed to state any accom-

panying emotion (e.g. anger, anxiety/fear, sadness, shame, joy/ela-

tion, love/erotic, and surprise) and to rate the intensity of the

emotion on a scale from 1 (low) to 3 (high).

2.2.2 | Dream reports

Participants were instructed to keep a home dream diary during the

same 14-day period (the first dream report being from the night that

followed the first daily diary). Each morning they were instructed to

type out a report on any dreams they had during the night. Partici-

pants were asked to describe these in as much detail as they could

remember, including a description of the setting, characters, objects

and feelings. As with the daily diary, they were also instructed to

report any accompanying emotion and to rate the intensity of the

emotion on a scale from 1 (low) to 3 (high). If they had more than

one dream in a night, they were asked to describe each dream sepa-

rately. A digital voice recorder was given to assist in completing the

dream diary. At the end of the 14 days participants returned their

daily diaries and dream diaries by Email to the investigators.

2.3 | Correspondence identification task

Approximately 2–3 weeks after the end of the 14-day period, partic-

ipants were sent materials so that they could perform the correspon-

dence identification task (see Figure 1a). Participants were instructed

to compare each of their 14 daily diary entries with each of their

subsequent dream report transcripts in order to identify similarities

or correspondences between the diary items and dream reports,

such as the characters, objects, actions, locations or themes. For this

task, participants were presented with a randomized series of A3

sheets (42.0 9 29.7 cm), with a daily diary on the left side and a

dream report on the right side of each sheet. The number of sheets

completed ranged from 60 to 105 sheets (mean = 89.7, SD = 14.2),

depending upon each participant’s number of dream reports.

If participants identified a correspondence, they were instructed

to draw boxes around the matched words or sentences in the daily

diary and around the matched words or sentences in the dream

report, and then to rate the level of correspondence between the

two parts using a scale from 0 (none) to 8 (extremely strong). Zero,

one or more than one correspondence could be identified for each

A3 sheet.

2.3.1 | Correspondence task training instructions

All participants received training instructions on how to identify cor-

respondences between dream contents and daily diary items.
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Instructions stated that these can be: (i) literal correspondences,

where the same characteristic occurs in the diary item as in the

dream report; (ii) weak correspondences, where there is some simi-

larity between a diary item and the dream report; (iii) personal corre-

spondences, where personal background knowledge provides a link

between the diary item and the dream report, and (iv) symbolic cor-

respondences, where the link between the dream report and the

diary item is abstract or metaphorical. Participants then answered

the following question for each correspondence they identified

between a diary item and dream report: “What is the extent of cor-

respondence between the part of your daily log and the part of the

dream report that you have put in boxes?” They scored each corre-

spondence on a 9-point scale, from 0 to 8, which had anchor points:

0 = none; 2 = weak; 4 = moderate; 6 = strong; 8 = extremely

strong.

2.4 | Data analysis

The length of each dream report in words was assessed following

Antrobus’ (1983) definition: “the count of all words in sentences or

phrases in which the subject was describing something that had

occurred just before waking. It excluded ‘ahs’, ‘uhms’, repeated and

corrected words, and all commentary on the experience, the report,

or the current status of the subject”. Only dream reports of 10

words or more were included in the analysis, as short dream reports

might indicate a failure of optimal recording.

For each sheet showing a daily diary and dream report combina-

tion, the total number of incorporations identified by the participant

was summed for each of the three diary categories. For each partici-

pant, the mean number of incorporations for each of the three diary

categories was then computed for each day period, defined as the

number of days between the diary day and the occurrence of the

dream. For this, the 1-day period refers to the diary being completed

on the day before the night of the dream (e.g. daily diary #3 and

dream report #3; daily diary #12 and dream report #12), the 2-day

period refers to the daily diary being completed on the day before

this, that is, 2 days before the night or morning of the dream (e.g.

daily diary #1 and dream report #2; daily diary #10 and dream report

#11), and so on (see Figure 1b). This method of analysis produces a

timescale of mean number of incorporations per sheet (effectively,

per dream) as a function of the number of days between the diary

day and the occurrence of the dream. That is, the method shows

how many incorporations occur in dreams from each of the preced-

ing diary days.

Using this approach, the 1-day period has the largest number of

correspondence sheets; that is, daily diary #1 and dream report #1,

daily diary #2 and dream report #2, . . ., daily diary #14 and dream

report #14 (i.e. there are 14 correspondence sheets in total for the

1-day period). Importantly, as the period between the daily diary

entry and dream occurrence increases, the number of sheets from

which data can be derived decreases, and so, for the 14-day period,

there is only one correspondence sheet (i.e. daily diary #1 and dream

report #14). Accordingly, and so as to ensure a sample of at least

several correspondence sheets for each time period in the analysis,

only periods up to 12 days between the diary day and dream occur-

rence were analysed.

Across participants, the mean number of incorporations for each

day-period (i.e. 1 day, 2 days, . . .., 11 days, 12 days, between diary

entry and dream occurrence) and for each daily diary category was

calculated. For inferential statistics, a Friedman test was conducted

to assess whether the 12 day-means (i.e., 1 day, 2 days, . . ..,

11 days, 12 days) differ from each other. A non-parametric test was

used as almost half the variables (47.2%) were non-normally dis-

tributed on a Shapiro-Wilk test, and the majority of day variables for

PSEs were not normally distributed. Where the Friedman test was

significant, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to compare means

of the three combined time periods that are used to test for the

day-residue and dream-lag effects, namely the mean of 1 and

2 days, mean of 3 and 4 days, and mean of 5, 6 and 7 days. These

periods were defined in advance and in accordance with the litera-

ture (Blagrove, Fouquet et al., 2011; Nielsen et al., 2004; van Rijn

et al., 2015, 2018). Day-residue and dream-lag effects were pre-

dicted for the incorporation of PSEs; hence, the means of the num-

ber of PSE incorporations for the periods 1–2 days and 5–7 days

F IGURE 1 (a) Schematic of the experiment. Participants kept a daily diary each evening and a dream diary every morning for 14 consecutive
days. Approximately 2–3 weeks later, participants identified correspondences between the daily diary items and the subsequent dream reports. (b)
Matrix of daily diary and dream report comparisons. For each dream report, the daily diaries from the preceding days were considered. The 1 day
period refers to the daily diaries being completed on the day up to the night of the dream (e.g., daily diary #3 and dream report #3; daily diary #12
and dream report #12), the 2 days period refers to the daily diaries being completed on the day before this, that is, 2 days before the night or
morning of the dream (e.g., daily diary #1 and dream report #2; daily diary #10 and dream report #11), and so on
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were each hypothesized to be greater than for the period 3–4 days.

Effect sizes were calculated as z/√(n) where z is the z-statistic and n

the number of observations (i.e. 38 per subgroup). These effects

were hypothesized to occur for participants with a below-median

total number of incorporations. To split the participants into low and

high incorporators, the mean number of all correspondences per

dream across the whole study was calculated for each of the 38 par-

ticipants; a median split was then performed.

3 | RESULTS

Participants recorded on average 4.07 (SD = 0.77) MDAs, 2.69 (1.40)

PSEs and 2.41 (1.42) MCs, per diary day. The mean and median

numbers of all correspondences per dream were calculated for the

38 participants (mean = 1.31, SD = 0.67, minimum = 0.24, maxi-

mum = 3.62, median = 1.16). The median split resulted in 19 low

(below median) and 19 high (above median) incorporators. Summary

data for the total number of incorporations per dream for these

groups were: low incorporators, mean = 0.80, SD = 0.27, mini-

mum = 0.24, maximum = 1.14; high incorporators, mean = 1.82,

SD = 0.55, minimum = 1.18, maximum = 3.62). The number of incor-

porations of PSEs, MDAs and MCs, as a function of time between

the diary entry and dream occurrence, for high and low incorpora-

tors separately, are shown in Figures 2–5.

3.1 | Personally Significant Events (PSEs)

As hypothesized, low incorporators exhibited a significant differ-

ence between the mean number of incorporations per day for

PSEs across the 12 days (Friedman test, v2(11) = 21.905, p = .025;

Figure 2), which followed the U-shaped timescale found in the lit-

erature. In contrast, high incorporators did not exhibit a significant

difference between the mean number of incorporations per day

for PSEs across the 12 days (Friedman test, v2(19) = 11.817,

p = .378).

In order to compare means for PSEs across the timescale in low

incorporators, means for the standard combined periods were com-

puted (1–2 days; 3–4 days; 5–7 days; day 8 and above, here 8–

12 days) and are shown in Figure 3. As the variables were not nor-

mally distributed (high correspondences, all Shapiro-Wilk statistics

>.94, all p >.270, df = 19 for all tests; low correspondences, all Sha-

piro-Wilk statistics >.90, all p >.074, df = 19 for all tests), non-para-

metric tests were used for comparisons. The mean number of

incorporations per day for the combined period 5–7 days was signifi-

cantly higher than for the period 3–4 days (Wilcoxon test, z = 1.690,

p = .046, one-tailed, effect size = .27), demonstrating a dream-lag

F IGURE 2 Means (SEM) of number of incorporations of PSEs
into dreams, for the low- (in red) and high- (in grey) incorporators, as
a function of number of days between daily diary and dream report.
*p = .025, (Friedman test); ns, non-significant

F IGURE 3 Means (SEM) of number of incorporations of PSEs
into dreams for combined timescale periods for low-incorporators.
*p < .05, (Wilcoxon test, one-tailed)

F IGURE 4 Means (SEM) of number of incorporations of MDAs
into dreams, for the low- (in red) and high- (in grey) incorporators, as
a function of number of days between daily diary and dream report;
ns, non-significant (Friedman test)
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effect. In addition, the mean number of incorporations per day for

the period 1–2 days was significantly higher than for the period 3–

4 days (Wilcoxon test, z = 2.012, p = .022, one-tailed, effect

size = .33), demonstrating a day-residue effect. All other compar-

isons were non-significant.

As the 8–12 days mean was not significantly different from both

the 3–4 days and 5–7 days means for the low-incorporator group,

we conducted exploratory analyses on each individual day period

from the 8-day to the 12-day period to test whether the dream-lag

effect was observed beyond the 5–7-day period. All comparisons of

the 3–4-day period with each individual day period from 8 to 11

were not significant (Wilcoxon tests, all z < 1.066, all p > .286, two-

tailed), as were all comparisons of the 5–7-day period with each indi-

vidual day period from 8 to 11 (Wilcoxon tests, all z < 0.967, all

p > .333, two-tailed). However, the comparison of 5–7 days with the

12-day period was significant (Wilcoxon test, z = 2.938, p = .003,

two-tailed), whereas the comparison of the 3–4 day period with the

12-day period was not (Wilcoxon test, z = 1.728, p = .084, two-

tailed).

The dream-lag effect was shown for the low incorporators but

not the high incorporators by non-parametric tests applied sepa-

rately to the two groups. So as to provide a direct statistical compar-

ison between the groups, the 5–7-day PSE incorporation scores for

the groups, standardized by subtracting their number of 3–4-day

PSE incorporations, were compared. The low incorporators had sig-

nificantly higher standardized 5–7-day incorporations than did the

high incorporators (means = 0.061 [SD = 0.140], and �0.010

[0.203], respectively, Mann–Whitney U = 124.00, z = 1.650,

p = .049, one-tailed). The low incorporators also had higher stan-

dardized day-residue (1–2 days) incorporations than did the high

incorporators (means = 0.102 [SD = 0.201] and 0.020 [0.230],

respectively), but this difference was not significant (Mann–Whitney

U = 145.00, z = 1.036, p = .150, one-tailed).

3.2 | Major Daily Activities (MDAs)

As hypothesized, there were no significant differences in incorporation

of MDAs for low (Friedman test, v2(11) = 7.084, p = .792) and high

incorporators (Friedman test, v2(11) = 13.344, p = .271; Figure 4).

3.3 | Major Concerns (MCs)

Similarly, there were no significant differences in incorporation of

MCs for low (Friedman test, v2(11) = 9.340, p = .591) and high

incorporators (Friedman test, v2(11) = 9.781, p = .550; Figure 5).

4 | DISCUSSION

As hypothesized, the dream-lag effect was found for personally sig-

nificant experiences (PSEs) for the below-median correspondences

group (i.e. low incorporators), whereas neither major daily activities

(MDAs) nor major concerns (MCs) evidenced the day-residue or

dream-lag effects. The lack of day-residue and dream-lag effects for

MDAs and MCs may be because these types of life experiences are

not temporally exact or distinctive enough to show these effects, in

contrast to PSEs that are salient and more easily localizable in time.

Alternatively, if delayed incorporation into dreams reflects REM

sleep-dependent memory consolidation, the absence of a dream-lag

for MDAs and MCs suggests that, contrary to personally significant

events, major activities and concerns might not be subject to REM

sleep-dependent memory consolidation.

The review at the start of the introduction listed eight studies

that evidence the dream-lag effect. However, some other studies

have failed to replicate the effect. These studies are as follows, with

possible reasons for non-replication: Nielsen and Powell (1992),

where judges were used in a naturalistic study and hence might not

have had sufficient personal knowledge of the dreamer to do the

task; van Rijn et al.’s (2015) experiment 1, laboratory awakenings

group, where SWS had been disrupted by instrumental awakenings

prior to the REM awakenings; Henley-Einion and Blagrove (2014),

where the diary method and analysis conflated all daily experiences

and so did not distinguish between PSEs, MDAs and MCs; van Rijn

et al. (2018), where there were only one or two REM dreams per

participant; and Schredl (2006), where no criteria were given to par-

ticipants as to how to determine the correspondences between

dream content and daytime events. In contrast, the current study

confirms the dream-lag in a design that uses the largest number of

dream reports (212, for the below median correspondences group),

and largest number of daily diary and dream report combinations,

for any dream-lag study hitherto where criteria were given for com-

paring dream reports with waking life experiences. We acknowledge

a shortcoming of the current study is that dream reports were col-

lected from spontaneous home awakenings and so the sleep stage at

awakening is not known. However, because REM sleep prevails at

the end of the night it was expected that in most instances recall in

the morning would be from REM sleep.

F IGURE 5 Means (SEM) of number of incorporations of MCs
into dreams, for the low- (in red) and high- (in grey) incorporators, as
a function of number of days between daily diary and dream report;
ns, non-significant (Friedman test)
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Of note is that whereas the onset of the 5–7-day dream-lag was

easily outlined, after this it was only at the 12-day period that incor-

porations were significantly less than for the 5–7-day period. The

previous literature is unclear on levels of incorporation after the 5–

7-day period. Whereas Blagrove, Fouquet et al. (2011) reported a

significant decline in the number of incorporations between the 5–7-

day and 8–9-day periods, Blagrove, Henley-Einion et al. (2011) and

van Rijn et al. (2015) did not report a significant difference between

incorporations in the 5–7-day period and in the 8–12-day and 8–9-

day periods, respectively. However, in the current study each of the

8–12-day periods analysed separately did not have significantly

greater levels of incorporation than the 3–4-day comparison period,

which accords with the previous experimental literature, thus sup-

porting the definition of the dream-lag period as 5–7 days after

events.

In the current study and in van Rijn et al. (2015) the dream-lag

was only found for individuals low in total number of correspon-

dences, and thus sparing in their identification of correspondences.

Henley-Einion and Blagrove (2014) proposed that high incorporators

have, for undetermined personality and cognitive reasons, such as

over-inclusion or even confabulation, a tendency to identify a large

number of correspondences, such as occurs in the Barnum effect.

The correspondence task used here, by allowing multiple matches

between the daily diary and the dream report, contrasts with earlier

dream-lag studies where participants were asked for only one score

to give a single measure of the similarity between a dream report

and a daily life report. For high incorporators the present multiple

matches design leads to a dilution or eradication of the dream-lag

effect, and even of the highly robust day-residue effect. Further

studies are needed to explore this inter-subject variability in the ten-

dency to find connections between daily life and dream reports,

including reference to individual differences in affirmative bias (Bla-

grove, French, & Jones, 2006).

Given the findings in the current study and the previous suc-

cessful replications, the dream-lag effect does seem to be well evi-

denced, and the neural and physiological mechanisms of the

dream-lag effect now need to be determined. Future research

should address whether the dream-lag indexes memory reactiva-

tion, lability and reconsolidation, which have been hypothesized to

enable updating or mismatch identification during consolidation

(Wang & Morris, 2011), and which may hence indicate a beha-

vioural or brain function that could result in delayed incorporations

into dreams. One possibility is that the dream-lag reflects (i.e. is

the mental experience of) the endogenous reactivation of memory

during sleep, which has emotional memory or integrative learning

functions, as proposed by Oudiette and Paller (2013). Support for

the relationship of dream content to memory consolidation occur-

ring during sleep is provided by Perogamvros and Schwartz (2012),

Wamsley (2014), Wamsley, Tucker, Payne, Benavides, and Stickgold

(2010) and Wamsley, Perry, Djonlagic, Babkes Reaven, and Stick-

gold (2010). As argued by Wamsley and Stickgold (2011), dreaming

may be the experience of memory consolidation (during sleep see

also Blagrove, Ruby, & Eichenlaub, 2013; Eichenlaub, Cash, &

Blagrove, 2017; for critical discussions). Whereas it is arguable that

day-residues reflect waking life experiences with no functional pur-

pose (De Koninck, Wong, & H�ebert, 2012), it seems difficult to

devise a non-functional process that can result in these delayed

incorporations, and Nielsen and Stenstrom (2005) proposed a phys-

iological reason for the 5–7-day delayed incorporation, involving

the gradual transfer of new memories from the hippocampus to

the neocortex over a period of about one week.

To summarise, this study is the first to combine the strengths of

the designs used in van Rijn et al. (2015) and Blagrove, Henley-

Einion et al. (2011), so that a large number of multiple comparisons

between daily diary categories and a series of dreams are conducted.

The results here, coupled with previous successful replications, pro-

vide substantial evidence in favour of the dream-lag effect and of it

being specific to personally significant events, and indicate that fur-

ther explorations of its mechanisms are warranted.
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